
R ecent developments in numer-
ical methodology for combus-
tion simulations that effectively

harness modern high-performance
parallel computers can simulate react-
ing flows by using high-fidelity mod-
els for the underlying complex
processes. However, a single run of the
simulation can produce multiple ter-
abytes of raw data that are vast in the
spatial (near a billion grid points),
temporal (100,000 time steps), and
variable (tens of variables) domains,
creating a formidable challenge for
subsequent analysis and interpretation.
In addition to the data set’s sheer size,
the difficulty of knowledge extraction
is compounded by the complexity of
the turbulent flow fields and the phe-
nomena under study, as well as by the
different data types (particle and field
data). To understand the dynamic
mechanisms of extinction and reigni-
tion in turbulent flames, for example,
scientists need intuitive and conve-
nient ways to validate known relation-
ships and reveal hidden ones between
multiple variables. 

In a collaboration between the Uni-
versity of California, Davis and Sandia
National Laboratories in Livermore,
California, our team developed inter-
active visualization techniques and an
interface design that enable validation
and improved understanding of turbu-
lent combustion simulations, letting

scientists study potentially complex re-
lationships between multiple variables.
Using a high-fidelity direct numerical
simulation (DNS) of a turbulent non-
premixed flame with the detailed
chemistry performed to date, we show
how the resulting visualizations pre-
sent information previously unseen,
providing new understanding and val-
idation of such simulations.

Turbulent Combustion
Simulations
DNS is a mature and productive re-
search tool in combustion science used
to provide high-fidelity, computer-
based observations of the microphysics
found in turbulent, reacting flows.
DNS is also a unique tool for develop-
ing and validating the reduced model
descriptions used in macroscale simu-
lations of engineering-level systems.
DNS can fully resolve a turbulent
combustion process’s finest spatial and
temporal details, focusing on a partic-
ular physical aspect of the process by
adopting simple “building block”
flows, such as homogeneous turbu-
lence or free shear layers.

The Sandia 3D Direct Numerical
Solver (S3D) is an existing Sandia DNS
compressible Navier-Stokes solver
coupled with an integrator for detailed
chemistry.1 Presently, S3D produces
10 Tbytes of raw data per run in a
parametric study of several runs, pre-

senting a significant challenge for sub-
sequent analysis and interpretation.
The current approach is to store the
raw data at prescribed time intervals,
then either analyze it on a supercom-
puter or access it via a local analysis
and visualization cluster at Sandia. The
raw data is archived so that various
modeling groups in the combustion
community can interrogate it to test
model assumptions. To understand the
correlation of scalar fields such as tem-
perature, mixing rates, and species
concentrations in turbulent flames, sci-
entists must be able to visualize two or
more scalars simultaneously. Conven-
tional visualization tools don’t directly
support such a capability. Scientists of-
ten must make side-by-side compar-
isons of images of different variables by
hand, which is tedious and time-con-
suming. Furthermore, the information
that scientists can derive by looking at
separate images is quite limited. Thus,
they need effective methods for simul-
taneously visualizing multiple time-
varying variables from large data sets in
an interactive fashion.

Simultaneous Visualization
In many fields not limited to combus-
tion, the capability to simultaneously
visualize different variables that de-
scribe the same spatial domain and to
determine their correlations is very de-
sirable. In a multidisciplinary comput-
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ing environment, for example, several
engineering analysis programs—such as
structural and flow solvers—run con-
currently and cooperatively to perform
a multidisciplinary design. The goal
might be to identify the relevant design
variables that can explain a particular
phenomenon’s causes, such as vortices
in a flow field.

Another example is medical re-
search and practice, in which many
imaging modalities, including X-ray
imaging, Doppler ultrasound, com-
puted tomography scans, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) scans, and
so on, are available for making better
diagnoses and surgical plans. Physi-
cians generally look at these images
from different modalities individually
or side by side, but it would help if
they could see two types of data sets
simultaneously by superimposing
them spatially. An example would be
to visualize functional data overlaid on
anatomical data.

Volume rendering has been accepted
as an effective method for visualizing
physical phenomena or structures de-
fined in 3D space. Consumer graphics
hardware support for 3D textures has
enabled interactive volume rendering,
which is very attractive to many disci-
plines. However, previous volume
visualization algorithms were mostly de-
signed for looking at one volume at a
time or for animating time-varying vol-
ume data. Such data from different
modalities almost always has either dif-
ferent resolutions or various degrees of
distortions, thus the user must first do a
registration step to align the data points.
Similarly, in many scientific or engi-
neering studies, researchers must look
at simulation data and experimental data
of different resolutions or on different
kinds of computational mesh structures
together, and then resample them to
match one resolution to the other.

To visualize data from S3D, how-
ever, we’re concerned only with ren-
dering scalar volume data on the same
mesh, which is a simpler problem than
multimodality volume visualization in
medical imaging or comparative visu-
alization of simulated scientific data
from different codes.2

The techniques we developed can
generate effective visualizations that
reveal interaction and cause–effect be-
tween different scalar properties of the
same flow domain. Our approach to
the simultaneous visualization problem
is to use hardware-accelerated volume
rendering, user-controlled data fusion,
and mixed rendering styles. Interactive
rendering lets users freely change ren-
dering and visualization parameters, as
well as data-fusion schemes. Rendering
different volumes with different styles,
if done appropriately, can enhance per-
ception of shape, structure, and spatial
relationship. The data-fusion problem
here is to determine how to display
multiple data values defined at the
same spatial location.

A few approaches prove effective for
simultaneously visualizing an S3D
simulation of an H2/CO turbulent jet
flame undergoing local extinction and
reignition.3 To understand the strong
coupling between turbulence, the tur-
bulent mixing of scalars such as tem-
perature and species concentrations,
and reaction, it’s helpful to render the
stoichiometric mixture fraction isoline
overlaid on the scalar dissipation rate
(that is, local mixing intensity) image
and on the hydroxyl radical concen-
tration image. Doing so will identify
the actively burning flame surface rel-
ative to these other quantities. 

Data Fusion
When rendering multivariate volume
data, we must decide how to treat the
multiple values defined at the same

spatial position. This data-fusion prob-
lem has three basic approaches:

• use one value for each color channel;
• use one of the values based on some

criterion; or
• compute a weighted sum of all the

values.

The first approach is probably the
simplest to implement and verify.
Although it’s limited to visualizing
three or fewer volumes, in practice,
we hardly need to see more than three
volumes simultaneously. The problem
really limiting this approach, however,
is the difficulty viewers will have in-
terpreting the resulting color. Peter
Hastreiter and Thomas Ertl give an
example of the second approach, using
alternating sampling for rendering
two volumes,4 which seems to work
well for medical imaging but not for
fluid flow visualization. The third ap-
proach gives us more freedom. We
could use the opacity transfer function
for one volume to enhance or de-
enhance some aspects of the other
volume, for example. This is similar to
the common practice of volume visu-
alization in which we use gradient
magnitude to enhance boundary sur-
face. One of the authors and his col-
leagues have visualized multimodality
volume data by computing values
weighted by a function of some or all
other values.5 Furthermore, we might
use the weighted sum with scaling that
reflects a desired property, such as dis-
tance from the viewer.6

In our application, we used a simple
linear function for most of the cases to
blend colors from multiple variables
based on user-specified weights. We
can freely and interactively adjust the
weights and obtain immediate visual
feedback. Given that we use hardware
texture volume rendering, this fusing
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step corresponds to the determination
of a fragment color based on multiple
scalar values along with the associated
weight and 1D transfer function for
each variable. We obtain the final im-
age by compositing the resulting frag-
ments in the frame buffer.

Figure 1 shows four simultaneous
visualization examples using this data-
fusion approach. In nonpremixed
combustion, in which fuel and oxi-
dizer mix and react simultaneously,
the flame is typically located where
the fuel and oxidizer are in stoichio-
metric proportions. The mixture frac-
tion variable represents the fraction of
mass at the local position that origi-
nates in the fuel stream. It has a value

of unity for pure fuel and zero for
pure oxidizer. For the present mixture
conditions, the stoichiometric mixture
fraction is 0.42. For a fully burning
flame, where chemistry timescales are
fast relative to turbulence timescales,
this isosurface will be a good repre-
sentation of the flame, and high reac-
tion rates, temperature, and radical
concentrations will all coincide with
this region. However, when strong fi-
nite-rate chemistry effects exist—in
which the local turbulent mixing in-
tensity exceeds the governing chemi-
cal rates—local extinction can occur.
Some areas of the stoichiometric sur-
face might be only weakly burning or
completely extinguished, character-

ized by lower radical levels, tempera-
ture, and heat-release rate. Later,
these regions might reignite indepen-
dently or with assistance from heat
conduction and radical diffusion from
neighboring fully burning flame ele-
ments. Hence, the mixture fraction
alone is insufficient for characterizing
the local combustion, and simultane-
ous visualization of multiple, time-
varying scalars is required.

Figure 1a shows the mass fraction of
the hydroxyl radical (OH) in red and
the mixture fraction 0.42 isosurface.
We can see that due to the effects of
turbulence, the OH field is far from
uniform on the mixture fraction iso-
surface, which we would expect from
fast chemistry limits. High OH regions
are found where the mixture fraction
isosurface is highly convoluted, and
low ones are in regions where the mix-
ture fraction isosurface is stretched or
unwrinkled. We can explain these ob-
servations by looking at Figure 1b,
which shows the simultaneous visual-
ization of the mixture fraction 0.42 iso-
surface and the scalar dissipation �.
The scalar dissipation, which is closely
related to the strain rate, is essentially
the rate of mixing between fuel and ox-
idizer, and is a very important quantity
in nearly all models of nonpremixed
combustion. Some mixing is desirable
for efficient combustion, but very large
mixing rates lead to heat and radical
losses that are so great that the chemi-
cal reaction is no longer self sustaining.
Figure 1b shows that the high �
regions occur in low-volume, pancake-
like structures and are aligned accord-
ing to principal strain-rate directions of
the shear flow. Comparing Figures 1a
and 1b shows that high � and low OH
regions coincide. Figure 1c shows vor-
ticity magnitude and a mixture frac-
tion, whereas Figure 1d shows vorticity
magnitude and the heat-release rate.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1. Simultaneous visualization. (a) The mass fraction of the hydroxyl
radical, OH (red), and stoichiometric mixture fraction isosurface (blue); (b) �
(red/yellow) and a mixture fraction (blue); (c) vorticity (red/yellow) and a
mixture fraction (blue); and (d) vorticity (red/yellow) and heat release (blue).
All the images are for time step 41. Except for the mixture fraction isosurface
using isovalue = 0.5, all others emphasize high values.
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These images give insight into how the
turbulent flow field interacts with the
flame. In this configuration, vortex
stretching induced by the mean shear
results in a high density of fine-scale
eddies that cause significant mixing.

Interactive Fusing
and Cutting
When we use data fusion, it’s fre-
quently difficult to determine the spa-
tial relationship between two or more
variables. Our system lets users inter-
actively vary one variable’s weight (or
transparency). In addition to varying
the view and the cut-away capability
we discuss next, users can also remove
most of the ambiguity. In Figure 2,
two visualizations show the result of
varying blending weight. We had to
compare Figures 1a and 1b to under-
stand the combustion dynamics, but
the three-variable visualization in Fig-
ure 2 highlights much more readily
that high OH and � regions are exclu-
sive due to rapid diffusive losses in the
high � regions.

A common problem in 3D visualiza-
tion is occlusion, which is more severe
when the visualization consists of ren-
dering two or more scalar quantities.
Cut-away (or slicing) is a widely em-
ployed method for visualizing 3D data
to remove occlusion (or see inner
structures). Our system supports cut-
away in a variable-dependent fashion—
that is, users can interactively cut away
one variable while keeping the other’s
integrity. Users can also specify multi-
ple cutting planes to reveal a particular
region of interest. In our system, cut-
ting is implemented with the fragment
program: given a variable to be cut and
cutting-plane equations, the variable’s
opacity is set to zero if the current frag-
ment position was inside the cut-away
region the plane equations specified. In
this way, the polygon slices and the vol-

ume data stay intact. This fragment-
based method is easy to implement and
can achieve interactive frame rates dur-
ing cutting.

Figure 3a shows visualizations using
univariate cut-away. Compared with
Figure 1a, which obscures them, the
cut-away lets scientists observe low
OH regions, characteristic of weakly
burning or extinguished flames. In par-
ticular, occlusion is a problem at the
edges of low OH regions, which are of-
ten obscured by high OH regions.
These regions are of particular interest
in the reignition scenario when diffu-

sion from the strongly burning regions
(high OH) causes reignition near these
edges. Figure 3b shows multivariate
cut-away, which we can use to further
relieve the occlusion problem.

Illustration and Enhancement
To disambiguate the complex relation-
ships between multiple variables in the
3D and 4D domains, we should also
employ some nonphotorealistic ren-
dering (NPR) methods, which involve
applying techniques used by artists for
computer-generated imagery (CGI).
Scientific visualizations created with

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Simultaneous visualization. With three variables—�, OH, and a
mixture fraction—one visualization emphasizes (a) �, whereas the other
emphasizes (b) OH.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Cut-away. For (a) interactive univariate cutting, we applied the
vertical cutting plane to OH. For (b) interactive multivariate cutting, we applied
the vertical cutting plane to OH and the other plane to a mixture fraction.
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these techniques can be more mean-
ingful than those generated with more
traditional photorealistic ones. NPR is
usually associated with surface repre-
sentation, but it has also been applied
to direct volume rendering.6,7 By ap-
plying several NPR techniques, we can
accentuate key features in a volume
while de-emphasizing structures that
might obstruct or detract from those
features. Figure 4 illustrates the mix-
ture fraction isosurface using silhouette
rendering displayed simultaneously
with volume rendering of OH and �.

Silhouette rendering consists of adding
dark lines around an object and can be
very effective in enhancing fine struc-
tures. It can also aid in depth per-
ception when viewing overlapping
structures of similar color. The spatial
relation between these two variables is
much clearer in this image.

Our system lets users color and
light each variable independently,
which helps distinguish them. How-
ever, these variables often share spatial
locations. Thus, highlighting those lo-
cations can be helpful—for example,

users can enhance the variables with
color and use NPR to improve clarity
further. These images are particularly
useful for studying extinction and
reignition dynamics, in which the fo-
cus is on areas of the stoichiometric
surface that have low OH values. Us-
ing the enhancement technique, we
can visually identify these regions
without confusion regarding the two
volume fields’ relative spatial loca-
tions. After identifying the low OH
regions, we can observe their tempo-
ral evolution to understand the re-
ignition dynamics as these regions
interact with burning regions.

Visualization Interfaces
The ability to simultaneously visualize
multiple variables is very powerful.
However, the relationship between
these variables is often nontrivial, re-
quiring repeated exploration in the
data’s temporal, spatial, and variable
domains. An easy-to-use, interactive
interface for specifying different com-
binations of multivariate data visual-
ization is therefore desirable. We’ve
developed an interface based on paral-
lel coordinates8 and time histograms9

that effectively supports time-varying
multivariate feature extraction.

Figure 5 shows the parallel coordi-
nate interface, in which selected points
in the three-variable space are repre-
sented as polylines with vertices on the
parallel line segments. The parallel-co-
ordinate interface can thus show the
relationships between two or more
variables or time steps. Figure 6 shows
the time-histogram interface, which
displays each variable’s temporal char-
acteristic and helps users identify time
steps of interest. Together with vol-
ume, surface, and cutting-plane visual-
izations, these different views of the
data are tightly coupled to facilitate tri-
space data exploration.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Nonphotorealistic rendering of three variables. At (a) time step 11,
and (b) time step 41, we see different views of OH (red), � (yellow and green),
and a mixture fraction isosurface. 

0 0.00176

0 19040

0.979–0.0043

Scalar dissipation

0.5

Figure 5. A parallel coordinate interface for making a multivariate data
visualization. The polylines show the relationship between �, OH, and a mixture
fraction. 
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Figure 7 presents a simultaneous vi-
sualization example for selected time
steps specified over the parallel coordi-
nate interface in Figure 5. The red re-
gion in the images covers the high OH
values, whereas the green and yellow
regions cover low � values. The paral-
lel-coordinate display also suggests
such a combination. 

Detecting and tracking time-varying
flow features can be very tedious, espe-
cially when we can’t define the feature
of interest analytically. The new visu-
alization interface lets us define a fea-
ture by linking a set of transfer
functions for rendering multiple vari-
ables. Note that as we manipulate in
the parallel-coordinate space as well as
the transfer-function space, interactive
visual feedback is critical so that we can
refine the feature accordingly. One fea-
ture of interest, for example, is isolat-
ing local extinction followed by
reignition. The surface identified as the
flame corresponds to a mixture fraction
isolevel with a value of 0.42. Just be-
cause a region has a dissipation rate
higher than the steady laminar critical
value doesn’t necessarily mean it will
extinguish in a turbulent environment.
However, it would be useful to track
those regions together, say, with the
temperature or OH fields at a pre-
scribed threshold value (the threshold
corresponds to one half of an OH con-
centration at the steady state extinction
limit of a laminar strained diffusion
flame). Visually, extinction should ap-
pear as a hole in the OH, O, H, or
temperature fields. We want to observe
the transition from burning to extin-
guished regions, as well as track the
edge of the hole—to see if it’s growing
or retreating locally and determine the
speed at which it’s moving.

Our interface design lets us easily
select quantities from a large parame-
ter space, whereas the interface gives

us an overview of the selected variables
as well as the relationships among
them. To locate the feature of interest
described earlier, we tried to define it
by linking the relevant variables
through the parallel-coordinate inter-
face, as Figure 8 shows, and to verify it
over the temporal domain by looking
at the time histogram. Figure 9 shows
the visualization results we got for four
selected time steps. As anticipated,
holes (in red) appear on the surfaces.
With this interactive interface, we can
specify the relationships that we think
we understand and immediately ob-
serve if the simulation supports our
hypothesis. The interface thus not
only lets us freely explore our simula-
tion data but also gives us an easy way
to validate our simulations.

Discussion
We and others have made a lot of
progress in advancing visualization
technologies, but it can take quite a
long time before such technologies are
available to scientists. Although there
is a perceptual limit on how many vari-
ables users can view simultaneously,
our current system serves as a testbed
we can use to study other approaches.
We believe our multivariate explo-
ration capability, coupled with adaptive
feature extraction and tracking meth-
ods, will let us glean considerable in-
sight from our simulation data. A
typical time step in a 3D production
run generates at least 25 Gbytes of data
and represents roughly 2 to 4 nano-
seconds of physical combustion. Ide-
ally, we’d want to save data generated
from all time steps to provide accurate
analysis in real time or postprocessing,
particularly for transient, intermittent
events such as ignition and extinction
that are impossible to determine a pri-
ori. Unfortunately, it takes both time
and space to concurrently store data

from a large number of processors on a
supercomputer. As such, production
runs today are constrained to save data
at predetermined intervals, causing
some adverse effects, including a po-
tential loss of critical data (such as ex-
trema, sharp quantitative changes, and
so on), more complicated data analysis,
and difficulties in real-time code steer-
ing. We must thus develop a new para-
digm for extracting salient knowledge
from terabyte data sets generated on
supercomputers. One approach cou-
ples parallel feature detection and visu-
alization to provide a unified solution
for knowledge extraction. It’s also
promising to design the feature-detec-
tion process based on topological and
level-set methods that we can apply to
subset the combustion data, which ex-
hibit large dynamic ranges.

Additionally, our next modeling
phase will track Lagrangian fluid par-
ticles and flame element positions in
space and time. Tracking these ele-
ments will help us understand the cu-

Figure 6. Time-histogram interface
showing data distributions and trends
in the temporal domain. The x-axis is
time and the y-axis is data value. The
shade of each pixel indicates the
number of occurrences for the
corresponding value at the
corresponding time step: (a) OH, (b) �,
and (c) a mixture fraction. The colored
regions correspond to the visible flow
features in the visualization.
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mulative unsteadiness effects that a
portion of the flame encounters as the

turbulence modulates the flame
topology and the local burning inten-

sity. We will then want to visualize
the evolution of derived quantities in-
terpolated onto the particle and
element locations, and thus better un-
derstand dynamic localized events
such as extinction and reignition. For
this, we’ll be able to apply the particle
tracking and visualization technique
we previously developed for acceler-
ator simulations.10

T o design cleaner, more effi-
cient, and safer combustion de-

vices, we need a greatly improved
understanding of basic combustion
processes that we can use directly dur-
ing design or incorporate into engi-
neering-level computational fluid
dynamics models. High-fidelity simu-
lation approaches can provide such in-
formation, but there’s currently a
bottleneck in the translation of vast
quantities of raw data representing
complex turbulence-chemistry inter-
actions into useful knowledge. These
interactions aren’t fully understood
precisely because they’re so complex,
thus multiscale and new science-dri-
ven visualization techniques are re-
quired to resolve this complexity. We
foresee that visualization’s major roles
in the DNS of combustion will be to
provide qualitative understanding of
the underlying combustion phenom-
ena and subsequently guide combus-
tion scientists toward regions
requiring more quantitative analysis.

These new interactive, multivari-
able visualization capabilities will pro-
vide combustion scientists with
never-before-seen views of the under-
lying phenomena and are destined to
lead to new understanding. The abil-
ity to simultaneously visualize multi-
ple variables is essential because
combustion is inherently a multiscalar
problem with intricate coupling be-
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Figure 7. Simultaneous visualization of three variables at selected time steps:
(a) 4, (b) 11, (c) 21, and (d) 31.
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Figure 8. The multivariate data visualization interface. We use this interface to
extract a feature involving four variables: OH, temperature, �, and a mixture
fraction. Figure 9 shows the resulting visualizations.
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tween reactive scalars and the flow
field. The techniques we described
here are already proving useful in
guiding qualitative understanding, and
we expect they will also prove very
useful in guiding further quantitative
analysis. Without such techniques, it
would be nearly impossible to extract
salient knowledge from combustion
data of this magnitude.
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Figure 9. Feature extraction using the new multivariate data visualization
capability. The interface shows the feature of interest, extinction, as holes on
the isosurface of a mixture fraction. From top to bottom, left to right, the time
steps are 21, 25, 29, and 35.


